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Hwange National Park in western Zimbabwe may be 
home to one of the world’s most incredible wildlife 
spectacles, but each summer the park moves further 
towards crisis point as thousands of malnourished 
elephants jostle aggressively around its arid pans. 
Gemma Catlin and Aaron Gekoski explain why
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CONSERVATION ZIMBABWE ELEPHANTS

Here: an elephant calf is 
usually weaned between 
4-5 years. Right: a 
butchered baby elephant
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SUMMER STRUGGLE
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Clockwise from 
above left: 
Bomani Lodge; 
thirsty elephants 
crowd a 
waterhole; a 
malnourished 
local family

CONSERVATION ZIMBABWE ELEPHANTS

   TOO MANY ELEPHANTS MAY 
SEEM LIKE A NICE PROBLEM 
TO HAVE, BUT IT’S A TICKING 
TIME BOMB 
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MUTUAL BENEFIT
So what would happen if the 

water was turned off? Well, 
the first thing that would 

happen is that lots of elephants 
would die. Their meat would then 
be left to rot in the bush, next 
door to where thousands of 
starving people live. 

The next thing to happen would 
be that wildlife numbers would 
plummet and Hwange would no 
longer be considered an 
attractive holiday destination. 
The tourist industry would 
collapse and communities would 
lose their major source of income. 
Everyone is a loser in this 
situation, with animals, the land 
and people all suffering.

At a local school, revenue 
generated by Imvelo has built a 
new classroom block, a library, 
shower block and teachers’ 

accommodation. The funds have 
enabled countless boreholes and 
manual pumps to be installed, 
ensuring villages have access to 
clean running water. This has 
created a community that is 
passionate about wildlife. They 
view animals such as elephants as 
their future. As a result, they 
report poaching activities, 
educate their children in 
conservation and work closely 
with tour operators to help 
protect the park. 

Only a few hours away, where 
the water pumps have been 
closed for many years, the story 
couldn’t be more different. A 
safari camp lies derelict, its fence 
dismantled for snares. To the 
villagers here, wildlife is nothing 
more than a nuisance, a valuable 
source of protein or a poaching 

income. At the school, the 
difference is also stark. The 
children shelter in the shade 
while their teacher battles to 
engage them. Faces are painfully 
thin and clothes are dirty and 
ripped. Not one of these children 
can afford a uniform.

The disparity between these 
two, nearby communities proves 
the difference tourism makes to 
the preservation of national parks 
and their wildlife. The wellbeing 
and survival of animals, including 
elephants, is responsible for 
community development, the 
protection of the land and 
ultimately the country’s recovery. 
People can help by selecting 
holidays that support those 
operators that strive to create 
symbiotic relationships between 
nature and man.
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CONTRACEPTION OPTION

CONSERVATION ZIMBABWE ELEPHANTS

   IT SEEMS IRONIC THAT WHILE 
OTHER NATIONAL PARKS ARE 
LOSING ELEPHANTS, HWANGE 
HAS TOO MANY

Top: the legs of a giraffe alone are 
taller than many humans. Below: an 
average adult elephant needs to drink 
over 200 litres of water a day
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Above: children 
celebrate the 
arrival of a recently 
deceased elephant; 
a rare source of 
meat for them. 
Below: small 
elephant groups 
are led by an older 
matriarch while 
bulls tend to live a 
solitary life

EMOTIONAL RESPONSE

   NOT ONLY IS CULLING 
UNPALATABLE, IT WOULD ALSO 
QUICKLY CONDEMN ZIMBABWE’S 
CRITICAL TOURIST INDUSTRY


